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THE WEEKLY KAIMIN
VOL. VI.

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, OCTOBER 26, 1911.

FAST BRUIHSJEFEAT MINERS
School

of

Mines

Team

Overwhelmed

by

C ary’ s Bears—’ O w sley Makes T w o T ouch
downs— Kelly A lso Stars— Score 12 to 0

L A N G E IS IM P R O VIN G .
Doctor Duniway brings us the
good news that Charles Lange, who
was hurt in football while playing
on the Agricultural College team,
is much
improved. Mr. Lange
has been taken to his home in Hel
ena. There is a slight feeling re
turning to the lower limbs, which
were paralyzed. The physicians and
the family of the young man are
very much encouraged by tne
signs of recovery. The Kaimin
hopes that the young man’ s recov
ery will be quick and sure.

NO. 6

C, H HALL MANES STATEMENT
State Board Member Denies Sentinel’s Report
That Present Administration of University
is Under Investigation— Rum or W rong.

Showing a reversal of form that two
I communication to the governor or to
weeks ago the coaches and supporters
I anybody else or that there was any
T H E “ R E A L D O PE.”
D U N IW A Y R E T IC E N T .
believed impossible, the University
j petition presented to the governor re
football team last Saturday defeateu
questing the recall of Dr. Duniway or
Score—Varsity, 12; Miners, 0.
When seen upon his return D^
the State School of Mines eleven in
otherwise or at all. As a matter of
Total number o f yards gained—
Duniway refused
to make any
Butte. The game from start to finish
fact, the faculty knew nothing about
By Varsity, 197; by Mines, 126.
statement regarding the alleged in
was a travesty7on real football. The
the proposition until they were re
Total distance of punts—By W in
vestigation of the management of
Miners were clearly outplayed. They
quested by Mr. Speer, at the request of
stanley of Varsity, 535 yards; <y
the University.
He referred The
never stood a chance to win. The
Mr. Hall, the chairman of the Univer
Brinton of Mines, 525 yards.
Kaimin to Mr. C. IT. Hall, who is
University team after it was seen that
sity Committee, to meet with the Uni
Number of punts— Varsity, 4
sued the statement printed in these
they had the Miners well in hand put
versity Committee at Mr. Hall’s office.
time Varsity. 41 yards; Mines, 33
columns.
The
Sentinel’s sensa
S T U D E N T ON T R I A L FOR M IS D E 
up a mediocre sort o f a defense.
There was no meeting held at the
Average, distance of punts ea.cn
tional article was a decided mis
M EANOR
ORDERED
D IS 
The real stars for the Varsity were
University and there was no particutime Varsity, 41 yards; Mines.
representation of the facts, found
Klebe, Dornblaser, Owsley and W lnC H A R G E D BY C O U R T.
lar reason for calling the members of
yards.
ed on nothing but vague rumors.
’Stanley. Winstanley out-punted the
the faculty who, it is said, were called.
Forward passes—By Varsity, 3
Mines man on nearly every kick. Own- | for 35 yards; by Mines, 2 for 28
Mr. Hall states that the reason those
In a crowded courtroom, where the
le.v scored both touchdowns. Both o f ' yards.
Because of the erroneous statements I particular members of ■ the faculty
spectators waited tense with excite
the Germans in the tackle positions j
This is the greatest score ever
made under the heading of “ Change i were called was because their names
ment,
Monday
evening,
at
the
precise
I
had it all over their opponents.
made by any team against the Min
Of Management at U,” by a local paper I vvere known to him and it is obvious
stroke of seven-thirty, Presiding Jus
After the first few downs it was
ers on Columbia Gardens field.
in Tuesday’s issue, the following state- that an of the other 30 members of the
tice of the Peace Cole broke the
plainly seen that the University was
ment has been made by Mr. Charles faculty could not be called in the
death-like stillness of the room by
master of the situation. They handiec
Hall, chairman of the University com- |short "P**# of time that the committhe ball more easily and surely. They slowest part of the game. In tms j ca'ling the court to order to try the mittee of the state board. The paper, I tee could be in session and it was at
had better men on the line positions period was made the first touchdown. case of one B. Conrad. For a mo- it seems, published a lot of rumors |the request of Mr. Hall and not at the
and a better general in the quarter- I After repeated gains through the line |ment there was absolute silence. Tnen which had absolutely no foundation. |re<Jtest of the faculty that the perthe Bruins were within striking dis in stentorian tones the judge called
back position.
All the statements made by the paper sons who were called as witnesses
tance o f the goal. Here Owsley was I for the prisoner to be brought to the
Miners Lacked “ Pep.”
are refuted by Mr. Hall in his state- |were requested to be present,
called through left tackle. The hoie I bar. All eyes were turned toward the
ment. It is too bad that a newspaper
There was nothing unduly exciting
For the Mines Brinton, Manwarring |
was made for him; he dodged the sec unfortunate prisoner who, pale ana
and Walsh were the stars. These
should take it upon itself to publish about the meeting of this committee;
ondary line o f defense and after a ■trembling, with a wild, hunted look m
the meeting was called to consider the
three men did almost as much in the !
brilliant run of 40 yards planted tne his eyes, falteringly advanced to the unreliable information of this char
welfare of the University, and any
game as the other eight. The Mines
jail between the goal posts. After bar, leaning heavily on Sheriff Dorn- j acter. It has caused much undue ex
suggestions that could be made by any
were weak. They lacked that snap |
citement,
but
all
is
set
right
by
the
eleven minutes of play the score stood I b’.aser, wrho appeared to support mm |
members of the faculty that would ad
and go which has made them famous,
following:
Varsity, 6; Miners, 0.
Winstanley I with great difficulty.
vance the institution in any way were
in state football. The deep field men
kicked goal.
Hall’s Statement.
The prisoner raised a shaky hand |
submitted and considered by the com could always, be counted upon to drop
The Miners chose to kick again. The |and took the oath.
When seen by a Kaimin reporter |mittee. One o f the propositions that
a kick they were receiving. In all de
rest of this quarter was a punting
With bowed head he listened to the this morning Mr. Charles H. Hall, a was submitted was the building of a
partments there was a decided lack of
duel with Winstanley away to tne ! following comp’aint against him, the
local member o f the State Board of new Science hall to meet the demands
ginger.
good. The quarter ended with the ban I muscles of his face twitching eonEducation, said that the story of the ! of the increased attendance. The libWhen it became evident that the
on the Mines’ 25-yard line.
j vulsively:
meeting of the University Committee eration of the -appropriation made by
Bruins so far outclassed the Miners J
The
Complaint.
Second Quarter.
of the State Board of Education, as the last legislature for the University
the Varsity resorted to a punting I
P. L. Dornblaser, being duly sworn published exclusively in the Sentinel had been suspended by the State
game. In this also the Miners were at
In the second session of the first
the Bruins’ mercy.
half the Mines gave the Bruins tne before me, B. R. Cole, justice of the Tuesday, did not quite correctly state Board of Education by reason of the
The Varsity had the Miners om - only scare that they enjoyed during |peace, complains-of D. B. Conrad and the facts. Mr. Ha11 said there was no fact that the aggregate appropriation
played, out-gamed, and out-generale« the game. After two decisions by the says that on or about October 15, lu ll, investigation of Dr. Duniway, nor was of the legislature exceeded the aggre
from every angle of the game. Every referee, which looked as though they in the dining room of Craig Hall, U. Dr. Duniway on trial in any sense of gate income of the state.
The purchase of new land adjoining
man on the Varsity squad was in the |were wrong, one giving the ball to of M., brought, caused to be brought the word, nor was any trial or invesgame all o f the time ready to play the Miners when McCafferty had i-e- j or assisting in the bringing of a cer tigati-on instigated by any high state the University grounds was considfor all there was in him. This wees covered it on a fumble, the other can tain chemical combination into said officer or any other officer of the ered by the committee and many other
the thing that counted. The Varney ing a safety a touchback, the Mlneva dining room and placed, caused to ee state. Mr. Hall says that as a matter things in general. Mr. Hall also dewhile not showing much fight they woke up. Madsen plunged through tne placeq or assisted in placing in a vase 0f fact a committee was recently sires to correct the statement pubshowed a lot more than the Miners.
line and blocked one of Winstanley-s of flowers said chemical, in said din formed of members of the alumni of lished by the Sentinel Tuesday that
One Bad Feature.
the University of Montana, requesting any of the faculty of the University
punts.
Immediately
following tms ing room.
That said chemical combination the governor to appoint a committee |had been disloyal to Dr. Duniway; on
The one thing that marred the play came a 15-yard penalty to the Bruins.
ing of the University eleven, in the This put the ball on their 30-yard produced a strong, nauseating ana to meet with them to discuss the fi - the contrary, they were very
loyal,
In giving Dr. Duniiway credit for being
eyes of the spectators, was the con line.
Here, however, Cullity was otherwise offensive odor, permeating ture welfare of the University.
stant
“ chewing-of-the-rag” by the thrown for a loss. The whistle en&ea said dining room and interfering wltn answer to this communication the an -able educator and having raised
the enjoyment of life of a large num governor referred the matter to the I the standard of the University to apmembers of the University team. The the half.
ber of people. All of which is con University Committee o f the State i preciable extent. There was no atmen on the team were continually
The Best Quarter.
trary to the form and effect of Sec Bo-ard of Education. Mr. Hall said tempt made by any person, the com“jawed” by the captain. This was no- j
It was in the first inning of tile tion 8480-82, made and provided by that as chairman of the University mittee, or otherwise, to place Dr. Dunticed by everyone in the bleachers, and
was the subject of much comment by second half that things commenced u> statutes of this state for such cases. Committee he wrote to Mr. Pickett iway on trial and Mr. Hall hopes the
Subscribed and sworn to before mo and Mr. Largent notifying them that Sentinel will take this means of corthe Butte crowd. Many were o f tne move. The Mines after the fifteenopinion that had the quarterback been minute rest seemed to be once marc this 19th day of October, 1911.
he was ready to call the committee to- recting the unfortunate story that apD. B. COLE,
allowed to use his own judgment back to old-time form. Winstanley
gether at any time most convenient peared in Tuesday’s paper concerning
Justice of the Peace.
when he had succeeded in bringing kicked to Irwin who ran the ball bacn
to them, and asking them to fix -a the meeting of this committee, for if
“ Not Guilty, Your Honor.”
the team so near the goal line at least ten yards. Smith went through tacaie
date, and because of the fact that Mr. the Sentinel reporter got the impres
for
four
yards
and
Madsen
made
two.
“What plea do you wish to make, Largent is superintendent of schools sion from rumors or otherwise he was
two more touchdowns would have been
Brinton then punted 35 yards. Keny Mr. Conrad?” asked the judge.
secured.
in Great Falls, they fixed Sunday as j wrongfully informed. It is the duty
“ Not guilty,
the prisoner fairly Ithe time, so that Mr. Largent cbuld of the committee to inspect and in
To an outsider the game was any caught the ball and returned It iu
Winstanley shouted, for the first time showing an leave Great Falls on Friday night and vestigate all of the state institutions
thing but sensational, but to us it was yards before downed.
punted 20 yards. Cullity’ tried to gam, active interest and pleasure in life in
a glorious victory.
arrive in Missoula Saturday night and and the various oommittees of the
However, for the first time the sen- but was caught by Klebe and thrown general.
thus save two days out of the week State Board -of Education do that
for
a
loss.
Madsen
failed
to
gam.
The prisoner took his seat amid a that he otherwise would have had to every year, and the meeting of the
tim’ent of the bleachers was more in
Brinton
then
punted
to
Winstanley,
buzz of excitement, and silence again sacrifice.
favor- of the University than of the
University Committee was for that
Mines. The spectators admired the who was dropped in his tracks. Ows reigned' as the first witness for the
Furthermore, Mr. Hall desires to purpose and in no wise an inquisition
excellent work of the Varsity eleven. ley gained two yards and Winstanley state, A. N. Whitlock, was called up.
make it plain that neither he nor any or a trial. Mr. Hall trusts that the
Witness Deeply Affected.
All were somewhat grieved at tne -punted. Walsh then annexed three
member of the committee knew of Sentinel will make this plain and re
County Attorney R. J. Miller, as
showing made by the Mines team yards around end. Irwin failed to gam
Dr. Duniway’s absence until after the call the account that was published
and
Brinton
punted
40
yards
to
Kelly.
sisted by his deputy, M. Meagher,
after all of the touting that they hae
by it Tuesday.
Winstanley then punted 25 yards out rigidly examined the witness, who meeting had been called. Mr. Hall
received in the Butte papers.
of bounds. Smith gained three yaras seemed to be visibly affected as he called up the University and asked for
First Quarter.
Miss Alice Mathewson went up to
on a split buck. A fake kick was then gave his testimony. In fact, at times Dr. Duniway over the telephone, and
Fate was against the University on fumbled, the Miners getting the ball.
was then informed by the secretary the Butte game last week, also vis
he seemed to recall the unpleasant
the toss. The Miners won and chose Kelly failed to gain. On the next p la y
of the University that Dr. Duniway iting at her home in Anaconda•circumstances of the indignity perpe
to kick to the Varsity. Captain W ln- the ball went over when Brinton inMiss Marie -Sfadler is1a visitor at
was out of the city. Also Mi’. Hall
trated so vividly that he was forced
! Stanley of the Varsity chose the east
desires to correct the statement that the dor-m,7 the guest of Kappa Alpha
goal. The whole first quarter was the
any member of the faculty signed any Theta.
(Continued on Page Five.)(Continued on Page Six.)
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1911.
CALEN DAR.
Oct. 28—U. of M. vs. Utah Aggies.
Football reception.
Oct. 31.—University Lecture Course.
Nov. 4 —U. of M. vs. M. A. C.
Football reception.
Nov. 11.—U. of M. vs. M. S. S. M. at
Missoula. Football reception.
Nov. 16.—University Lecture Course.
Nov. 18.—U. of M. vs. Gonzaga at
Spokane.
Nov. 21.—University Lecture Course.
Nov. 24.—Co-ed Prom.
I T ’S T IM E .
When 5 o’clock comes in the print
ing office the "chairman of the chapel”
calls to the hired men “ It’s T i-i-m -e. ’
This means quit. So now The Kaimin
calls to the student body “ It's time.”
This also means quit. W e are all get
ting back into that bad habit of try
ing to save time and shoe leather at
the expense of
some of nature’s
beauty. Yes,’ you’re right; we are
talking about the campus. The frost
is now getting deep down into the
ground. Every time someone walks
across the grass he makes a trail.
There is getting to be an altogether
too deep a path from the main gate
to the front door of Main Hall. This
is made mostly by boys. There also
is a very well marked trail from the
Dorm to the Library. This is made
by the girls.
There is no reason why we can not
have a good looking campus next
spring. W e will all be kicking and
blaming everyone around the place
but ourselves if the grass does not
grow all over the oval next May. We
all like a fine, smooth campus. The
best way to have it is to preserve the
grass this fall. Do not make paths.
Stay on the (walks until the grass gets
strong next spring. W e will be glad
if the campus looks right and sorry if
it does not. Let’s do all possible
to make it look right.
T H E SOPH ON IN T E R -C L A S S
FO O TBA LL.
The Soph was busily engaged watch
ing football practice. He was follow
ing the team up and down the field
and seemed to be watching the indi
vidual men. He would write some
thing on a pad, take another look at
the men and write again.
The Kaimin man was curious to
know just what the Soph was doing.
He approached him a couple of times
ibut each time just as he /was getting
close enough to look on the pad the
Soph would be away after the team.

Finally the “ cub” reporter decided to
wait for the Soph and catch him as
he came back.
As he was coming up The Kaimin
man said quickly, for fear the Soph
would get away, “W hat are you doing
now? What’s on your mind that keeps
you so busy out here."
The Soph grinned his good-natured
grin and replied, “After more dope,
eh?” \'ou follow■ me around and try
to find out what I'm doing just as
though you werei special corr espondent for the War Cry, covering the career of James J. Jeffries. I’ ll tell you
what I'im doing, I'm thinking.’
“ Look OUt,” C£lutloned the in’terviewer, “ that’s a dangerous thing for
a young man of your caliber to be
doing.”
“ Oh,” said the Soph, “ I’ll take a
chance. I’ve got an idea that is a
good one if J can only get all of the
fellows to take an Interest in it. It
hadn't ought to be hard to excite in
terest in a thing of this kind, either.”
“ Well, come on,” interrupted the cu 
rious one, “ Expound.”
“ Well,” replied the Soph, “ I've been
thinking for a long time that there
would be something developing in the
way of class athletics this year. So
far there has not been enough athletes
discovered in the institution to make
a load for a small-sized hand ear. I
thought that before this there would
surely be some of the ineligibles start
ing something in the way of class ath
letics. W e ought to have them. It is
or rather I thought it was up to the
men who are athletes to start som e
thing in the inter-class line. In this
way the men who like athletics would
have a chance to be in some sport
even though kept o ff of the team by
a poor scholarship record.
"W e need these things,” continued
the Soph. W e need them to give a bet
ter spirit to the whole student body.
Last year we had those inter-class
basketball games and the friendly ri
valry between the classes was fine.
Every one iwas boosting for his class.
The same thing’ ought to apply to
football. There are plenty of men who
are not able for various reasons to
play on the Varsity, but who would
make dandy men on any class team.
In this way material would be devel
oped for the big team. There are a
lot o f men who would not presume to
go out for the Varsity because they
have no confidence in themselves.
These men would feel no hesitancy
about going out on a crass team. In
this way men /would be found who
would be just the men for positions
on the big eleven.
“ Why, I might even take a chance
myself. And who knows? I might be
the fullback that makes 40 yards on
every run. I’ll tell you though, all
joking aside, we must have some kind
of a class or inter-class series. There
is no use o f waiting until basketball
season in order to start the interclass contests. W e may just as well
have something doing now as later.
“ The Misfits came out and you can.
see for yourself the good they did. If
we had inter-class football there would
be more men out every night. It
would be,a big help in every way you
can imagine. Say Something about it
in The Kaimin and see if something
can’t be done. See if some class won’t
show a little more sign of life than
the rest and issue a challenge to the
rest o f them. In this way a series
could very easily be arranged.
“ Well, so long. I’ ve got to watch
this play. Also I’ m getting the names
of fellows on that Misfit team and
their class, so that we can know just
what we have to start on for the in
ter-class football games.

get through the day’s work sooner.
The students also believe that the
electric light company also had som e
thing to do with the popularizing of
that alleged adage.
Then, too, the
students of the University of Montana
are a kind-hearted and tender assem
bly of book gleaners. They have such
kind hearts that they feel sorry for
the early worm. They are trying to
discourage every one who believes
that the early bird catches the worm.
How do we know that they don’t
believe this adage? What makes us
think that they feel sorry for thi?
poor little worm? Well, gentle reader,
just cast your eye over that result of
the vote taken by The Kaimin to de
termine whether or not the students
wanted to get into the early bird
class. You will see that for every one
that is in favor of arising early there
are four who are against the plan of
8 o'clock classes.

H . H . B a tem a n

C om pany

(Agents for Remington Typewriters)

337 N.

Higgins A ve.

.

Phones; Bell,

260 R e d ;

Ind.,

1655

SCHLOSSBERG’ S
SCHLOSSBERG’S
T H E S H O E S T O R E T H A T S E R V E S Y O U B E S T.
W e not only serve all our patrons—man, woman and child— with the
best of shoes, at any given price, but we guarantee every shoe we sell to
do its d' ty. W e guarantee the fit o f every shoes. W hy? Because our
shoe, “ Regals,” are the only shoes in the -world made in % sizes.
New Fall Styles for Men and Women at $3.00 to $4.65.

FOR A C U P O F GO O D C O F F E E A N D Q U IC K L U N C H GO T O

T h e C offee Parlor
Pop

Corn

and Peanuts

Then, too, look at the way those who
voted against expressed themselves.
J. F. McQueen, Proprietor
See those NOS.
All very emphatic.
Written in large letters, heavily un
P. O Boling
derscored. Then see those yaes. All Chas. McCafferty
or nearly all written in a very weak
hand. Some of inem hardly discern
ible. Of course, this may or may not
P O O L A N D B IL L IA R D S
have anything to do with the feeling
Union Block
East Main St.
behind the vote, but from the majority
of nos it seems as if the student body
does not favor the starting of classes
at 8 o’clock.

Grand Theatre Pop Corn Wagon

The Peerless

Since The Kaimin undertook to
learn, if possible, from the student
body their pleasure regarding the
starting of classes at 8 o’clock, and
since The Kaimin has found out the
pleasure of the student body by vote,
The Kaimin now feels that it is ns
duty to report to the faculty, through
its columns, that the student body
does NOT ravor t:ie starting or classes
at the hour of 8 o’clock.

and

D R U G S, B O O K S A N D S T A T I O N E R Y

A . D. P R IC E
T W O S TO R E S
Phone 175, Florence Hotel Bile.
Phone 803 red, Penwell Block.
U N IV E R S IT Y N O T E BOO KS
M O O R E ’S N O N -L E A K A B L E P EN S
W e carry the goods.
Price’s. *

Meet us at

Missoula l aundry Co.

R. J. MILLER,
“T H E W R E C K

Student Agent

OF T H E
B E N Z .”

B L IT Z E N

Vienna Cafe
Next to Grand Theater, on Main St.

For a G ood Meal
W e Excel

P R IC ES R E A S O N A B L E
Should you ask me why the racket,
Try our famous coffee. Open day
W hy the moaning and the groaning,
and night.
Mingled with the shouts of laughter,
Phil Kenny, Prop.
Whence the dust and the commotion.
Whence the bits of wood and metal,
STUDENTS VOTE NO I should answer, I should tell you
Mrs. C ron berg’ s
That a certain German baron.
Famous as a football hero,
Eight o’Clock Classes Finally Con
Noted for his nerve in combat.
Next to Barber & Marshall
demned by Decisive Vote of
South Higins Avenue
Not content, as other mortals,
Home cooking, consisting of bread,
60 to 12.
With his natural rate of travel,
meats, pies, etc. Lunch and banquets
Swiped a newly polished cycle
prepared on application; also theater
From the shelter where it rested.
suppers—before and : ?ter.
Last week the Kaimin announcau Then he sped around the oval.
that it would take a vote .on the ques Straining every brawny muscle,
tion of beginning classes at 8 o’clock in Looking for some more excitement.
the morning. The students responded Thus he spied across the campus
C le a n e r s and D y e r s
nobly when they realized that if they His demure Hibernian classmate
did not vote they would perhaps have In his garb so neat and spotless,
Ladies’ Garments a Specialty
to begin to come to school in the cold, With his just-pressed peg-top trousers,
Phones: Ind., 1787; Bell, 143 Red.
misty dawn of wintry Missoula morn And he shouted as he passed him,
ings. The poll told that sixty were “ Come and with me ride, already.”
opposed to beginning classes at eignt “ Sure, bedad. I’ll come and do that!”
o’clock, while thirteen were heartily With no thought of baggy trousers,
in favor of it. Joined with some of the With no fear of fall or mishap,
Gives the best shine in the city.
votes were carefully written little ex Straightway to the bars he mounted.
Shoe repairing in ' connection.
planations, such as: “I have to wane As they wobbled round the campus,
507 N. Higgins Ave.
fifteen blocks to school,” and “I am Brawnv arms their course impeded,
naturally a fast eater, so don’ t need ]And they heard their chieftain shouting
the extra half-hour for dinner.”
j He who leads on field of combat.
The entire law school voted on the |“ Hey, you fellers, take me with y ou !”
W ard
question, thirteen voting against and |With a ledp he was upon them,
one for, eight o’clock classes. “W hy,” j Oh, the crackling and the crashing!
335 H IG G IN S A V E .
said one, “I get more cases between |On, the grating of the metal!
8 and 8:30 than all the rest o f the What a tangle, what a mix-up!
day. Another said that he didn’t want What a mess of men and splinters!
to come to class when the people On One by one they disentangled,
Paradise were just arising and b e Each drew forth from out the wreck
sides he didn’t want to get up so darn What remained of limbs and clothing,
Artistic Photographers
early, anyway.”
Leaving them in sad depletion
This vote marks the culmination o*’ IMinus all its former splendor
N E X T T O B R ID G E .
a long campaign on the part of a ' What remained of Allie’s cycle.
few for eight o’clock classes and the
The Bureau of Printing makes a ;
movement will probably stop here, tospecialty of printing that satisfies.
the rest of the year, at least.

DELICATESSEN and BANQUET HALL

The Fashion Chib

Montana Shoe
Shining Parlor

Studio

Missoula Art Co.

The Rochester
Barber Shop

It would be all right in the spring,
The hostility between Freshs and
they say, but in the winter, nothing
A N D E R S O N & L U H M , Props.
doing. At 8 o’clock on a winter mora- Sophs at Drake University has recently
ing it is still dark in Missoula and Che been settled by a pushball contest, j
mists and fogs coming from the old The ball was placed in the center of
Hell Gate river obscure the vision sc the field and both/ sides went after it. |
IN G A L L S
much that a fellow can’ t even see to After a man to man fight, the Sophs i
E IG H T O’C L O C K C L A S S E S LO S T.
PHOTOGRAPHER
shake hands with himself, claim the [won. This is an established custom at
l Drake and is a clean and satisfactory |
8:30 supporters.
First N ational Bank Block
If there is any truth in the old adage
Seeing that the students have voteu 1end to the class rivalry.
that the early bird catches the worm, as they did, the faculty has cancelled
it will have to be shown to the stu their recent order for fog-horns and
dents o f the University o f Montana. cow-bells, while the light company is 1
They don’t believe it. They think cussing student sentiment. Richard
M A S O N IC T E M P L E
F. H. K N IS L E Y , Proprietor
that it is a hoax, gotten up by the fac- Henry Kessler,
Varsity
engineer,
C IG AR S, TO B A C C O S , B IL L IA R D S A N D P O C K E T B IL L IA R D S .
ulty in order to make them come to voiced the sentiment comprehensively
Lowney’s Chocolates.
Pipe Hosprtal In Connection
school earlier so that the faculty can when he said, “ She is too tarn early.”

THE SM O KE HOUSE
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HIGH SCHOOL EXCHANGES
Missoula County High School.
i The Kalinin and to co-operate with i About 40 have joined already.*. The
The High School held its first try- the other high schools in making the |club plans to stage three comedies
!-during the school yedr.
out for the interscholastic debate on nevvs bureau a success
I
____
--------The delinquent period has been inTuesday, October 17.
The subject
given to the state high schools this
Chinook High School.
|stituted again this year and has been

University Text Books and
Supplies of All Kinds
Drawing Instruments imported direct from manufacturers. Better in
struments for less money. Call and see goods and get prices.

LISTER'S

year is “The Closed Shop versus the
The growth of
o f the Chinook High |giV6n a Strict enf° rCement Students
Open Shop.” The preliminaries la s t ly ..
, ...
__ , _ _____,
_ i who are behind in their work are r
School this year is remarkable. The
week were not in the form of debates. |increase of attendance is 25 per cent quired to devote one class period after
114 East Main Street
Missoula, Montana
About 12 speakers talked on either over last year. There is now enrolled general dismissal for the five school
side o f the question for five minutes. 85 pupils, including the eighth grade. days. This arrangement is proving
From this number six people were Five years ago the enrollment includ very beneficial to the standard of produce a winning state debating team
work done in the high school.
l l P V . I - M ^ j p N .( a E S E E D
and from the fine debate being held
chosen who will have a debate in the ing the eighth grade was only 26.
A high school orchestra has been one gets optimistic. Mr. Stevenson,
near future. When this debate comes
The demand for commercial work
W ISH IN G
o ff the three best debaters will be was so insistent this year that another formed and although definite and final the teacher in charge, is very enthu
CAR D S
chosen who will represent the school. teacher was added to the corps, mak arrangements have not yet been made siastic over the outlook and is devot
AND
Missoula has not been in the Interscho ing five, including Mr. Willman, the as to its organization, yet the response ing considerable of his time and atten
of students to the call for a meeting tion to the club.
lastic debates for three years, but un principal.
has given assurance that before an
der Mr. David Lever’s tutorage she is
The high school football team is in
expected to turn out a good team. The constant practice under the efficient other month a good live orchestra
Dawson County High School.
six speakers who will take part in the coaching of Mr. Rhode, while Mr. will be pleasing the students with ex
PROGRAMS
The class of 1911-12, after much
next debate are Eugene Angevine, John French is uncorking the pent-up en cellent music. Besides the orchestra
ANNOUNCEM ENTS
a glee club is also to be organized discussion, finally selected their col
Patterson, Paul Barden, Lulu Wright, thusiasm o f the rest o f the school.
|under the direction of Mr. Bowman,- ors, pins and class motto. The colors
Carrol Baker and Stuart McHaffie.
MONOGRAM STATIONERY
L a s t' Saturday the team played
The orchestra is under the tutelage of are dull blue and old gold, while
Professor D. B. Swingle of Boze
IHavre, being defeated 16 to 0. It was
Mr. Kelley, principal of the high school "vestigia mulla retrosum” is the class
man College of Science, Agriculture
HtBBOultan iJubliatfing
; found that only four on Havre’s team
motto. Since there are so few in the
and Mr. Giduz of the faculty.
and Mechanic Arts addressed the stu
Iwere attending school. The defeat in
class (only five) they decided to dis
dent body on October 17. His subject
An athletic association has been
|no way dampened our ardor for the
was ‘‘Beneficial Bacteria,” 'and al game and we are still in training for I formed in the high school with about pense with the usual officers and run
things by the majority. That means
though the name does not sound prom other schools.
j 300 enthusiastic members. ' A rousing
ising the talk was extremely interest ; The literary societies have been meeting in the assembly engendered the girls have the whole say.
The class has now been together so
ing. Arrangements are under way for
formed and our w ork in declamation lsch001 sPlrit of the rlSht sort.
long and its members so well acquaint
quite a number o f such instructive ad and debating will soon be under way
The first number of the Mountain
ed that it looks forward, in this its last
dresses during the year.
eer, the high school monthly, will be
year, to a very pleasant time. C. L.
At the state teachers’ convention Mr.
Granite County High School has out about the 20th of this month. The
At a recent meeting of the Juniors,
David Lever has been asked to talk on
new
staff
has
set
to
work
vigorously
joined the High School Exchange.
it was decided to have class pins. Pur
“ Oral English.” Mr. F. A. 'Stejer will
to
make
the
paper
better
than
ever.
Miss Irene M. Anderson has been ap
ple and gold were those chosen. The
speak on “The Personality of the pointed correspondent.
Sarah Heyraan is the new editor in
pins are small flags, enameled in the
Teacher.” The convention will be held
chief, who will direct the magazine’s '
chosen colors with the letters D. C.
during the Christmas vacation in
destinies, this year.
Glasgow High School.
H. S. and ’ 13 in gold. O. K.
Great Falls.
The principal’s office is in receipt of
Capital, . . 8200,000.00
Sha bim!
Since there was not material enough
Missoula met Great Falls Friday, Sha bim!
the announcement of the Montana I
Surplus Fund,
50,000.00
Sha bim! Boom! Ba!
in the D. C. H. S. for a football squad,
October 20, on Montana field. The
High School Debating League. The |
attention was turned to basketball.
G.
A.
WOLF,
.
President
football game was very exciting all the Glasgow High School!
question to be debated this year is'
Rah! Rah! Rah!
.i, II. T. RYMAN,
.
.
Cashier
way through. What the visitors lacked
“Resolved, that the movement o f . or- |Oliver Phillips was elected manager
The work in the Glasgow High I
and Errett Galvin captain. Since
in quickness and skill they made up in
|ganfzed labor for the closed shop
The i
practices have been begun there has
weight. The teams were very evenly School was started September
should receive the support of public |
matched, as shown by the score o f 6-6. faculty is increased to four members, opinion.” The state is divided into oeen a marked progress in team work.
In the evening the students’ associa three o f whom were retained by the districts, northern, southern, eastern ] If everything goes well the D. C. H. S.
Missoula Trust and
ought to toe better represented this
tion gave the Great Falls boys a re board from last year.
and western. Butte High School is in
Savings Bank
W
e
have
now
enrolled
48
students,
year
in
basket-ball
than
last
season.
ception in the University gymnasium.
the southern district, which includes
CAPITAL ........................ 8200,000.00
A large representation o‘f high school an increase from last year of about also Bozeman, Virginia City, Big E. G.
In April, 1911, an art exhibit was
SURPLUS ........................ 50,000.00
students turned out to meet the out of 20 pupils.
Timber, Dillon and Livingston. The
The eighth grade is with us this
town aggregation, and in its opinion
Officers:
League is under the auspices of the given in the high school building for
the purpose of raising money with
the Great Falls men are as entertain year because o f lack of room at the University of Montana.
J. M. Keith, President; S'. J.
Coffee, Vice President; A. R. Ja
ing socially as they are on the foot other public school.
High school students have been which to buy pictures for the differ
cobs, Cashier; R. C. Giddings, As
Much work has been done on the
ball field.
generally hustling during the past ent rooms. The pictures were re
sistant Cashier.
building during the summer. A new
ceived
a
short
time
ago
and
placed
on
week selling season tickets to the
Th»*ee
per
cent Interest Paid on
boiler
was
installed
which
improves
the
walls.
Editor High School News Bureau.
Teachers’ Lecture Course. A sale of
Savings Deposits.
The classes of 1911-12-13 presented
I am a member of the senior class, the heating system greatly. Three five tickets entitles the seller to pos
and have been chosen by my principal rooms, on the second floor, which session of another. Many students Milton dictating "Paradise Lost,” by
as correspondent for The Kaimin. Our were unfurnished last year, have been have earned themselves a ticket in Munkacsy; the class of 1913, Maccarris
Oration Against Catiline, Landseer’s
high school is small and as yet has most comfortably equipped and are this manner.
not much news which might inter now used as recitation rooms. Now
A large -accession has been made to favorite among children, a distin
est the readers of The Kaimin, but I that the assembly room is on the sec the high school library this year. Con guished member of the humane soci
shall do my best as correspondent in ond floor we have two vacant rooms siderable care was used in the selec ety, was presented.by the class of 1914.
securing whatever material I am able down stairs, but we hope to have our tion of the new books. Those re A few of the others are: Stratford on
high school grow so rapidly that we
each week.
ceived will toe a very valuable addi Avon, Acropolis at Athens, The Roman
Foru-m, Poet’s Corner of Westminster.
The following is the news o f the shall soon need these.
tion to our rapidly growing library.
Furniture and Carpets
The Athletic Club held its first
Havre High School for this week.
The Girls’ Literary Society is now H. N. G.
meeting
this
past
week.
The
officers
Twenty o f the girls of the D. C.
Sincerely yours,
divided into three chapters and each
for this year were elected at the close
Madie Allen.
chapter has begun active work. Fine H. S. organized a glee club a few
The Havre High School has not long of last term and are as follows: Lou programs have already been carried weeks ago, with Miss Oliver, the mu
been in existence, tout the present en Bretzke, president; Martin Leonard, out, consisting of literary subjects and sic and art teacher of the schools, as
President, Helen
rollment is 70. If the growth in the vice president; Cecil Leonard, secre music. Each chapter is yet busy se their instructor.'
future is anything like that in . the tary and Gail Shoemaker, treasurer. curing new members. The work is all Fleming; vice president, Ottie Kinney;
treasurer,
past, the prospects for the Havre High The constitution was amended so as to done under the supervision of lady secretary, Ruth Barnett;
admit’ the girl students of the high
Schools are certainly promising.
■members of the faculty. A faculty Lillian Guy; and in charge of the mu
The Literary and Debating Society school. The eighth grade was also ad  rule limits social meetings to but one sic, Marian Merritt and Alice McCone.
With the amount obtained from a
elected officers at the last meeting, mitted to the association but will not a semester.
I f you are looking for a first
and those elected were as follows: be allowed to represent the high school
Professor Carroll of the University joining fee of 50c and fines of 5c for
class
barber shop, drop in at
in
any
interscholastic
contests.
Harry Buttery, president; Curtis Nel
of Montana visited the high school on absences or tardiness the club is fur
The boys o f the organization are
nished
with
a
good
supply
of
music.
son, vice president; Bertha Ling, secre
Friday morning and pronounced him
very enthusiastic and intend to go in
tary, Melvi Griffin, treasurer.
self very much pleased with the work With this and numerous by-laws it
for
everything.
The
school
will
send
is a5n orderly and well organized club
A spirited game of football was
observed.
GEO. M IL L E R , Barber
played between the Havre and Chi- a
o. basketball team to Bozeman and also
Professor D. B. Swingle of the I and the members plan on some good
track team
team to
to Missoula.
Missoula. _ Basketball
Basketball ,Montana
nook
H ie-h S o h o o i t o n , -no
c. , , aa track
,
Under First National Bank
hook m gn acnooi teams here SaturAgricultural College gave a I times during the winter. H. F.
The sophomore girls are very proud
day, October 14. The teams were well and football are now the favorite very interesting and instructive lecture
of the basketball team just organized,
matched and the game was very close sports.
to the students of the high school on
The girls have not decided on any
and they hope to play a public game j
all through the first quarter. But
October 19. His subject was “ Micro
in the near future. The following are
after that Havre gained steadily, and course of action, yet, but they intend organisms of Exceptional Interest.”
at last defeated Chinook 16 to 0. The to have a basketball team this year. | The teachers held a meeting during the present members,
Center, Jennie Bean, Ida Waggener; |
rooters of the high school did their This is the first •year in which the the past week to consider the best
part in keeping the boys encouraged. girls have been so enthusiastic over method of inducing students to com  right guard, Florence Ketchem, Ma
K E Y W E S T A N D D O M E 8 TIC
rian Marritt; left guard, Pearl Mur
The senior class held a meeting Fri athletics.
pete in the state debating contest.
CIG A R S
phy,
Gladys
Fowler;
right
forward,
day evening and the following officers
They arrived at no definite concluEdna Schnare, Alice McCone; Helen I
Butte High School.
were elected: Bertha Ling, president;
I sion, but a committee was appointed
Dickerson, Lillian Guy.
I. W.
Harold Benson, secretary and treas
A comedy club was organized dur-| to investigate and report at the next
Dr. C. A. Duniway of our state uni
urer. A committee
was appointed to j ing the past week under the direction I meeting,
versity stopped off at Glendive and
select a class ring.
jo f Mr. Jamison of the faculty. W in-I The Senate Debating Society has
Agents for Johnson's Sweet Choc
delivered a talk to the students of the
olates. “ Meet me at Kelly’s.”
The Havre High
School is glad o fjston Arnette was elected president; |many new and enthusiastic members
this opportunity to
toe represented in Dolores Naughten, vice president, and this year. The Senate is striving to
(Continued on Page Four).
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LUCY & SONS

Stop and See

MILLER’S

Heimbach & Kelley

Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes

4
ferent books. There is also a file of
the important articles that appear in
the magazines. F. E. H.
Billings High School.

FARRAR KENNETT, '14, Editor.
Miss Bcok Hostess.
Wednesday evening Miss Book en
tertained in honor of Miss Bess Gould
at the home of Dr. Book. A very pleas^
ant evening was spent playing “ Pig.”
Refreshments were served later. Those
invited were the members of Delta
Gamma sorority. Miss Book is a Del
ta Gamma from Indiana.

ence Leech, sister of the groom. The
bridesmaids were the Misses Maude
McCullough, Eva Coffee, Mary Elrod
and Dorothy Wilkinson, T. J. Farrell,
Jr., D. D. Richards, Arthur Bishop and
Hugh Forbis acter as ushers. Miss
Marjorie Wilkinson was the flower
girl and M. J. Coen was ring bearer.
At the conclusion o f the service
about 160 friends of the bride and
groom assembled at the Wilkinson
Deita Gamma Entertains.
\ Saturday afternoon Pi chapter of |home on South Third street, to pay
Delta Gamma sorority entertained at a their respects to the bridal party. Mr.
dinner up the valley. The party, con- and Mrs. H. T. Wilkinson, Mr. and
.sisting of about twenty young people, Mrs. E. E. Leech, Madame Wilkinson,
left Missoula in
automobiles at 3 Mr. and Mrs. Arbie Leech and their at
o’clock. They arrived at the Bitter tendants stood in the receiving line.
Root Inn at about 5 o’clock and a spe- Mrs. J. M. Keith, Mrs. George Briggs,'
dial dinner was served for them there, i Mrs. J. P. Rowe, Mrs. Charles H Hall,
The evening passed quickly with danc- IMrs. F. C. Scheuch, Mrs. Kenneth Ross
ing and singing and a little after 8 and Mrs. Johnson assisted the hostess,
o’clock the party returned to the resi- |The Misses Gladys Peterson, Dorothy
dence of Miss Bess Wilde where thelGosden, Ruth McHaffie and Phoebe
remainder of the evening was spent Ector assisted in the dining room and
playing card games. A light supper the Misses Florence Coen and Dorothy
was served. Those invited outside the Wilkinson served punch.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Leech were stu
members of Delta Gamma sorority
were the Misses Cora Harmon, Mabel dents at the University of Montana.
Lyden and Cecil Kramer. The party Mr. Leech was a graduate of the class
was chaperoned by' Mrs. Thompson.
of 1910, and Mrs. Leech belonged to
the class of 1911.
The couple left that evening for a
Dinner.
Friday evening Aipha Nu chapter of wedding trip to the Pacific coast. On
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority enter their return they will be at home in
tained at a perfectly appointed formal Dupuyer, Mont.
dinner in the grill room of the Pal
ace hotel. Later the party returned to
the Theta suite in Craig Hall, where
the remainder of the evening was
spent. Those present outside of the
members o f Kappa Alpha Theta soror
ity were the Misses Marie Stadler of
I-Ie’.ena, Mont., Merle Kettlewell, Fran
ces Page, Ester Birel.v, Marguerite
Bonner and Gladys Pleyward. The
party was chaperoned by Mrs. J. P.
Rowe.'

Informal Dance at Gym.
Saturday evening a large number of
students who were awaiting the arrival
of the football team from Butte at the
Milwaukee station went over to the
University gymnasium and danced un
til train time. The music was fu r
nished by the different girls. Miss
Patten chaperoned the party.
Dance.

One of the most important events of
the week In the Biiiings High School
was the parents’ reception, given on
the evening of the 11th. The assem
bly room and upper hail were prettily
decorated for the affair and an excel
lent musical program carefully pre
pared. After the program the stu
dents introduced their parents to the
teachers and the evening was spent
in discussing topics of common inter
est. Punch and wafers were served
by members of the Domestic Science
department.
A similar reception was given last
year, and it is the purpose of the high
school to give one annually, hoping
that by so doing teachers, parents and
students may be drawn into closer
contact and a finer, -setter high school
result.
On the afternoon of the 14th the
first football game of the season was
played. The contest was with Big
Timber, and although the opposing
team played a good game the laurels
went to Billings with a score of IS
to 0.

Best Picture Frames in Town

R. H. McKA Y,
Room 4 0 Higgins Block

LUM BER

,

Missoula Mont.

D EP A R TM EN T OF TH E

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Successors to the Big Blackfoot Milling Company
Manufacturers of

WESTERN PINE AN E LARCH LUMBER
Mills Located at Bonner, Hamilton and St. Regis, Montana
General Sales Office Located at Bonner, Mont.
Box Shooks, Lath, Moldings, Sash, Doors, Mill Work, Etc.

Florence Steam Laundry
P A U L D O R N B L A S E R , Student Agent

Park 'County High School.
A Current Events class has been or
ganized in the High School. It meets
on the last period of every Friday
afternoon in place of the regular reci
tations at that time. The first m eet
ing of the class was held on Friday,
October 13.
The aftetnoon session of the High
School closed early yesterday after
noon on account of the visit of Presi
dent Taft to Livingston. The presi
dent arrived at about 4:00 p. m. ana,
after a short speech, went on. A large
crowd of children, High School stu
dents, business men, and ranchers, j
greeted the president on his arrival.
The High School has accepted tne
offer of the Montana Agricultural
Co’ lege of a course of lectures for this
winter. The course chosen consists ot
four lectures, the first of which Is to
be given some time in November.

7ZZ\IVmiDLAVE.

Wednesday evening the members of
Fort Benton High School.
Beta Phi chapter o f Kappa Kappa
Last week I failed to send in any I
Friday afternoon the members of Gamma sorority entertained at a dance
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority enter at the residence of Mrs. J. M. Keith on news.
W e played Great Falls Thursday tn
tained several of their friends in an Gerald Avenue.
that city. W e w-ere very bad y de
automobile ride to Frenchtown and
feated, 31 to 0. Saturday, the 21st,
H IG H S C H O O L E X C H A N G E S .
Marent trestle. The guests of Kappa
we played Chinook. T h j result was
Alpha Theta were the Misses Marie
different. Some of our men were un
(Continued From Page Three).
Stadler,
Merle Kettlewell, Frances
able to play, but yiccjrv was ours,
Page, Ester Birely, Marguerite Bon
Dawson County High - School on the 35 to 0.
ner and Gladys Heyward.
progress and efficiency o f the state
Friday, the 14th, the High School
university. He was -on his way to at boys and girls gave a farewell party
Reception.
tend the inauguration o f President to one of our best football players,
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Lombard Vincent of the University of Minne John MacCauley. By his leaving it
Mrs. Reilly and Mrs. Evans entertained sota, and from there will attend a weakens our team very much.
at a reception at the home of Mrs. convention of the university presi
Evans, corner o f Maurice and Beck dents of the United States. H. M. K.
Powell County High School.
Dawson County High School has
with streets. About 200 guests called
The faculty for this year consists of
during the afternoon. The hours were recently installed a new gas plant to Mr. A. M. Clark, principal;
Miss
supply the laboratories with gas, a Frances E. Hamilton, commercial de
from 3 till 6 p. m.
much iweleomed improvement over the partment; Miss Emma Chesney, Latin Latin Instructor Miss Ruth L. Smith, .'instructing a track and baseball diaold alcohol burners. The new plant and German; Mr. J. A. Nelson, science who is replaced by Miss Sarah Pow- mond on the school campus. Teams
Penetralia.
and men have been working every
was pi rchosed from the Hawk-eye and athletics; Miss Margaret L. Goth- ellFriday evening dinner was served to
The Literary Musical Club met and Saturday of late and a good showing
Manufacturing company o f Waterloo, lin, English
All
of
the
instructors
the members of Penetralia in the pri
Iowa. It is a gasoline plant, working are new to Deer Lodge. They come reorganized and elected officers for is being made. It is intended to have
vate dining room at Craig Hall. About
automatically on the city water pres- hi’g hlv recommended and are without this semester. The officers elected this- track and diamond completed
30 members were present.
Roy Smith, president;
Alva and in readiness for the Spring tralnI sure, and will supply gas for 40 burn exception justifying our hopes for were:
Baird, vice president;
Elsie Kain, ing. When completed, the work will
ers of the Bunsen type. The gasoline each department.
High School Dance.
secretary; Gertrude Baker, treasurer, consist of a quarter-mile ten-aliey
is stored outside the building for
On October 18 we had the pleasure
Friday evening the Missoula High
! cinder track with baseball diamond m
safety and therefore causes no change of listening to short informal talks and Will Long, critic.
School entertained the Great Falls
Athletic associations of both
the fee center. In addition, there will be
in the insurance rate on the building. by Professor Finch of the Dillon Nor
High School football team with a re
Ordinary gasoline o f the 65 to 67 test mal College, and Mr. Ketcham, form - boys and girls have been reorganized. tw° tennis courts and a basketoau
ception and dance given at the Gym
not work in th’ s plant, but a gas- |erjy 0j> Kalispell, now deputy school Of the Boys’ Athletic association, |ground.
nasium at the University. A large
Alva Baird is -president; Ned Preston, I Prof. Wr. M. Cobleigh of the Agrioline of 87 test is required. E. A.
super’r.tence;.t for Montana.
number of both University and High
Did you notice Principal Hunt and j Last week we had the misfortune vice president, and Earl Whitesett, |cultural College gave a very instrucSchool students were present. The
last
Wednesday
on
his string of attendants the other day to lose three of our fellow students, |secretary and treasurer. O f the Girls’ Itive lecture
dance was chaperoned by several of in the library working on the new
Katherine, Charles and Richard Flood, i Athletic Association* Mabel Burnett is I “ Chemistry and the Part It Plays in
the High School teachers.
“ Library Card Catalogue System?” I If anaconda is half as srlad to greet President, Mabel Baird, vice president, the Adulteration of Foods.” Professor
wonder why? Why just for the sim- them as we were sorry to see them a« d Grace Townsend, secretary and I Cobleigh’s talk was extremely interWilkinson-Leech.
|pie reason •o f making it as good as go they are assured of a mighty pleas- treasurer.
esting and was greatly appreciated by
The wedding of Miss Ethel Wilkin- any high school library in the state, ant time in their new school home.
Earl Locliridge .was elected captam the student body.
son and Arbie Eugene Leech was solAll books are catalogued in three
--------and manager of. the baseball team, I The debating question for the irremnized Wednesday evening at 8:30 -ways: On one card the author and
Stevensville High School Notes.
while James Bales was retained as j angular debate in the Spring between
o'clock in the Church o f the Holy the looation of the book in the book
The Stevensville High School opened |coach. Ned Preston was elected cap- j Hamilton and Victor and Stevensville
Spirit. The ceremony was performed cases appears at the top; in the sec- September 11, with the largest enroll-1 tain and manager of the basketball has been decided. The question as
by Rev. H. S. Gatley. The groom was |ond card the title appears first, and ment in her history. The gain over |team and Mark D. Fitzgarrald' as stated is: “Resolved, That Reciprocity
attended by Walter McLeod. The bride the third series of cards contains the last year being from 32 to 52. The j coach.
Between the United States ana1 Canhad as her maid of honor Miss Flor- title of the subjects treated in the dif- same faculty is in charge excepting
W ork is under good headway in ada Is Desirable.”
Automobile Party.
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BROOKS & TURNER
Shoes, Neckwear, Underwear, Hats, Suits and
Overcoats

long run, he and the end beside him
had the opposing men blocked so ef
fectively that there was a hole big
enough for three men.
F A S T B R U IN S D E F E A T M INER S.

In Fact, Everything Th a t Young Men Wear
(Continued From Pa

One.)

BIJOU
D IR E C T IO N O F E . J. M Y R IC K
T H E T H E A T R E D IF F E R E N T
Photoplays of a nature that are different. Hear our FivePiece Orchestra; they will play any selection you want. Advise
us at box office. W e Strive to Please.

tercepted a forward pass. Then the
Entire change of program Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Miners fumbled and the Bruins got
and Saturday. Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
the ball on the Mines’ 40-yard line.
W e Cater to Ladies and Children
Owsley gained a few feet and Hunt
Walsh grabbed six yards around end.
Then the Miners showed a little class.
A rt Work, Posters, Pictures, Frames.
The only time during the contest. A
|forward pass gave them 15 yards.
Walsh grabbed six yards aroundena.
Smith followed with five yards around
Glasswork of All Kinds.
|however, and Is in better shape tnan the other end. It looked as though
312 N. Higgins Ave.
1they were a week ago.
the Bruins, were to be scored upom
I The spurt did not last long, however,
C O M M E N TS ON B U T T E G AM E.
on the next play. Owsley reached up
and grabbed the ball out o f the air, Winstanley (capt.) ................. . Smith
C A R R O T -E A T E R S T O C LA S H W IT H
Left Half.
Never before had the Gods of War spoiled a forward pass, and ran
B R U IN S ON L O C A L G R ID IR O N
i and sunshine been so favorable to the through the Mines’ team for 55 yards O w sley .......................... .............. ;.... Irwin
Fullback.
N E X T S A TU R D A Y .
j opposing teams in their first annual and a touchdown. Winstanley kicked
I Ronan, Dobson ............................. Walsh
I battle as they were when the Mines goal. Score, Varsity, 12; Miners, 0.
Right Half.
Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
Dobson replaced Ronan. The Min
Day after tomorrow the Montana I and Varsity fought it out to a 12 to 0
Referee—Rowe, Helena.
football squad will play the second score at Butte last Saturday. The ers kicked to "German” George Klebe.
A Savings Department in
Umpire—Johnson, Helena. .
game of its schedule when it meets ; sun shone brightly between the west j He came back eight yards. Winstan
Field judge—McDonald, Butte.
Connection.
the Utah Aggies. That this will be goal posts and the field was the best ley kicked 40 yards to Irwin, who came
Head linesman—Johnson, Butte.
one of the best games of the season, ever seen in Butte. It was just firm back 15. Walsh then made 20 yarora
F. S. LUSK, Pres. F. H. ELMORE,
goes without saying. Last year the enough to be fast and mellow enough around right end. Smith and ManPhone 645 for information as to
Vice Pres., E. / NEWLON, Cash.,
warring were both stopped with small
Utah Aggies won three games in suc Ito be easy on the men.
! Classy printing. Bureau of Printing.
gains. Then the Miners pulled oft a
cession fro rnthe Montana colleges, ana
H. S. HOLT, Asst. Cash.
Montana Needs Team Work.
forward: pass that netted them 20
is confident o f doing the same this
Aside from the slow ragged game
yards. Walsh tried tackle with small
year.
DOINGS IN SCIENCE
played by both teams, the men from
success. A forward pass was bungled
Practically all on Utah’s team a ie
Missoula gave an exhibition of poor
and as Winstanley was kicking the
veterans at football and that they
T H E S O T T H S ID E G R O C ER S
team work, which must be corrected
whistle blew that ended the best quar Engineers Receive New Gift— Chem
know how to play was demonstrated
before any finished play can be
istry Club Meets for Usual
ter of the day.
here last year.
brought o.ut. In the line Forbes and
Happy Time.
The Last Quarter.
Feel Confident.
Simpkins played the most consistent
Ronan went back in the fourth
The Montana team is also confident game. Several times Simpkins broke
The Stuff for
The School of Engineering has re
of victory. With their victory of last through after passing the ball for a quarter. It proved his Waterloo. After
Saturday fresh in their minds, tne punt and tackled the runner in deep the first play he was minus two teetn, cently received a donation of a steam
team is eagerly looking forward to field. In passing the ball Simpkins’ painfully extracted by the heel oi separator from the Standard Steam
C A N D Y , C A K E S , F R U IT S
the struggle with the Aggies. The work 'was steady and reliable. Be Manwarring’s shoe. Dobson replaced Specialty Co., of New- York. The sep
'ineup this year is conceded to be one sides such an active center, the work him. B'rinton and Winstanley held! a arator 'will be used in connection with
Student Trade Solicited
of the strongest and fastest that tne of Forbes, though a new man, was not punting duel. In this the Varsity the new Corliss engine. E. W. Fredell
University ever had. In addition to put in the “ shade.” Forbes played an gained 15 yards. The glooms won, of the Senior class will install the new
these facts," the Utah team probamy active, aggressive game and showed however, when a 10-yard penalty was acquisition and make various tests of
will be weakened by their game wfth much fight. One thing about him he imposed on the Bruins for holding. its efficiency; the resultant data to
the Montana Aggies today and by tnefr takes all his playing seriously and Dobson intercepted a forward pass furnish material for his Senior thesis.
W e take this opportunity to thank
long journey. Also there is the aa- puts every effort into every play. The and it was Montana’s ball on the Min
vantage of playing on an unaccus tackle positions in the Butte game ers’ 45-yard line. Winstanley then the Standard Steam Specialty Co; for
Our best argument about W alktomed field. With all these facts in were one of the weak spots of the punted. Irwin ran out of bounds anc its generous award.
Over superiority is the shoes them
The next regular meeting of En
view it is not strange that the Uni whole team. Neither Conner or Klebe Smith failed to make the required
selves. Investigate, and you will
gain. Brinton then had to punt. Kelly gineers’ Club will be held Wednesday
versity looks for victory.
played the game they were able to.
caught the ball and ran 10 yards be evening, November 1, at 7:30 in SciBeen Working Hard.
Conner’s charging was lifeless and he
fore downed. Winstanley then punted "ence Hall. Leo Baker will give a talk
Beginning Monday the Varsity has slipped many chances to get the man
C A R L S E N ’S W A L K -O V E R
55 yards. Irwin caught the ball and on Block Signal Systems. He will be
been given scrimmage with the scrubs with the ball. Both men charged too
was downed without a gain. Here tne supplemented by G. Klebe, who will
B OO T SHOP
and High School every evening. Team high and were carried back repeat
Varsity gained 20 yards by the ex discuss some topic of interest to en
work has been smoothed out and ev edly. Charging too high was one of
Higgins
Ave.,
Near the Bridge
change of punts. Smith got two yards gineers, and by R. D. Sloan, whose
ery effort has been made to get speed the faults o f the whole line, but this
on the next play. Brinton then tried talk will treat of engineering work in
is almost to be expected in the first
in the back field.
a kick, but it was blocked by Klebe. the United States Forest Service. E v
The men have also been given prac game. In the second half the right
A Mines man recovered the ball.
eryone is invited. All engineers are
tice in tackling. The . “ dummy” has side of the line worked to much bet
By fumbling the next play the Min urged to be present.
been in almost constant use since the ter advantage than the left and except
ers lost the ball. Dornblaser recovered
The department of chemistry has
Butte game. The team has also been for a couple of good gains around
it on the 8-yard line. Owsley nego now what is termed the “ high tem
made more expert in the use of the that end played much better ball. As
tiated four yards at right tackle, "but perature” laboratory, which in truth is
was expected, one o f the weak spots
forward pass.
Best coffee and best lunch house
Judging from the work that has were the ends. Neither McCarthy or could not do it twice. At this stage of the assay laboratory, furnished witn
the game the spectators were treated new equipment, which renders possi
in the city. Waffles— Remember the
been done during the last week the Hunt had had much experience; but
to some funny officiating. The Min ble work of higher efficiency than
hours, 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., 5 p. m. to
team will go into the Utah Aggie game played for all they had and knew how
ers were penalized, but the referee could be attained heretofore. A pul
8 p. m. Open day and night.
at least 50 per cent better than they Shortly after the beginning of the
would
not
call
it
first
down.
Then
tne
verizer, which reduces a pound of ore
second half McCarthy sprained his
were in the Mines game.
509 North Higgins Avenue
The experience'of the game in Butte ankle and was in poor shape to do Miners took out time. This was tne to one hundred mesh in one minute,
third
rest
they
had
called
for
in
this
has recently been installed, as has also
was worth two weeks’ practice. The ■much running, but as there were no
W. E. W H E E L E R , Prop.
men who are new to the football art other men available he had to be kept quarter, but the referee would not a gas furnace and blower, which fa 
have now had a chance to see what a in the game. One of the surprises of penalize them for it as specified in the cilitates a higher temperature in a
real game is like. The old men have the whole game was when Hunt went rule book. With four yards to go to given time than can be obtained by
had a chance to see the workings of down under punts. His tackling was annex another score the Bruins were using the coal furnace. It is purposed
the changes in the rules. This experi quite sure and he was generally there unable to make the distance. The ball to add an electric furnace to the equip
G E N E R A L E L E C T R IC S U P P L IE S
ence with the work that has been done with the ball. In fact, one of the went to the Miners on the six-inch ment in the near future by which a
Construction and Repairs, Fixtures,
on the practice field has fitted up the hopeful features of the whole game line. Brinton punted out of danger. temperature of some three thousand
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
Varsity to better cope with the strong was the way the men followed the ball The game ended after a little see degrees centigrade can be attained.
Both Phones
116 Higgins Ave.
sawing
with
the
ball
in
possession
>
>
t
Last
Thursday
evening
the
Chem
all the time. Except for Hunt's fum 
aggregation from the Mormon state.
the
Bruins
on
the
Miners’
20-yard
line.
istry Club held a meeting at the office
McCarthy, who was hurt in the ble, the passing was clean and a c
The line-up was as follows:
of the Friday. Kendall Co. at 335 North
Mines game, is now much improved. curate. The Mines’ receiving of punts
Montana.
Position.
Mines.
J E W E L E R A N D O P T IC IA N
Higgins avenue. Topics of general in
The bruised ankle has healed and lie was very poor. They fumbled W inRepairing a Specialty
will in all probability be in the line stanley’s kicks repeatedly and had the Hunt ...................................... Manwaring terest to chemists were discussed by
114 East Main St.
Missoula, Mont.
various members o f the club. The
Left End.
up when the whistle blows to start Montana captain used better judg
meeting
was
well
attended
and
nine
Dornblaser
..................................
Spiegei
ment in placing his kicks, several or
the Utah game.
new members were elected to member
Honan, who lost two teeth as the his punts would have been recovered
“W E DO N O T' D IS A P P O IN T”
Left Tackle.
result of a kick in the mouth, was by the Montana ends. One trouble of C onner........................................... Brinton ship.
TH E
Next Thursday evening at 7:30
absent from practice during the eany the whole Montana line is the fact
Left Guard.
part of the week owing to a sllgnt that they feel and think that if they Simpkins ........................................ Fratt Chemistry Club will hold a meeting in
the Laboratory of Physical Chemistry.
bruise, Is now again on the fighting do not get the man with the ball the
Center.
O. D. Cunningham will discuss Nitro
line. He will be able to take his place secondary defense will. Dornblase*
Forbes .......................................... Newton
C L E A N IN G , P R E S S IN G A N D
at half in the big game Saturday.
gen 'Compounds, E. T. Nesbitt will talk
played a steady, careful game, tack
R E P A IR IN G
Right Guard.
on the Rise of Chemistry, and J. P.
These were the only men to be at ling hard when necessary, but never
Plumes, Kid Gloves, Furs and
all disabled in the game with the Min extending himself to the limit. He Klebe ........................................... Maxsen Mitchell will conclude the program by
Evening Gowns a Specialty, French
Right Tackle.
a discussion of Electro Chemistry. All
ers. With these men back on txe was conspicuous in every play an a
Dry Cleaning Process
JO IN T H E P R E S S IN G C L U B
team the Bruins will have the same put the usual “ boot” into the line M cC arthy......................................... Grape chemists are urged to attend'.
Paul Dornblaser, Student Agt.
Right End.
team on the field Saturday that de men. The big “ Dutchman" was large
Phones— Ind. 1688, Bell 500 Red
Mrs. Smith is the guest of her
feated the Miners. The whole ma -1 ly responsible for Montana’s first Kelly ............................................. CuHlty
508 S. Higgins Ave.
Missoula
Quarterback.
daughter Louise, at Craig Hall.
chine has been built up and perfected. touchdown, when Owsley made his

SIMONS PAINT CO M PAN Y

UTAH AGGIES TO PLAY

THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

Barber & Marshal!
Lunches and Spreads

L IST E N

Wear Walk-Overs

The Minute
Lunch Roon

J. A . Cavander

J. D. Rowland

Butte Dyeing and
Cleaning Works
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FOR ALL OCCASIONS
ih o r ie tp P r a n b C lo t h e s

I

Give a Hallowe'en Party

Miss Aline McGregor was a visitor
in Missoula last week, the guest or
Mrs. Evans.
You can get the novelty favors at
Dr. Duniway left the end of the
■week for Minneapolis to be presen!
at the inauguration of G'eorge Ed
ward Vincent as president of the U ni
versity of Minnesota. While there he
will also take part in the meeting o’:
the National Association of Stale
University Presidents.
Mr. Dornblaser has been appointed
assistant in the law library.
Mr. Safford, who has been ill at
the hospital, is expected back in school
this week.
Mr. E. P. Kelly o f sartmouth Col
lege has registered at the University
in the department of laws.
The law library is practically com 
pleted now. The new texts that were
ordered have been received and ev
I f you would shop economically, yet with all the dignity that
erything is now in permanent shape.
Mr. S. D. Sargent, city superin
comes from shopping at a high grade store, you will be drawn
tendent of schools at Great Falls, and
W hen you think of clothes, think of Society Brand.
with irresistible force to this store.
Mr. H. D. Pickett of Helena, mem
They have the qualities of fabric, authentic style and fin 
bers of the University committee of
ished tailoring that make for the most satisfying appear
the state board, were visitors at tne
ance.
____ I T IS M IS S O U L A ’S B E S T S T O R E ____
University this week in their official
IT IS M IS S O U L A ’S E C O N O M Y C E N T E R
capacity.
Professor Rowe was a visitor fn
Other Makes $15.00 to $40.00
Butte last week for the football game.
Miss Carrie Wharton and Miss A l
K W *7T*V*: $ '* * :»*
vina Hodgson have returned from a
brief trip to. Butte, where they went to
attend the football game between the
University of Montana and the School iway said that they were all in very
Phones:
Bell, 338; Ind., 571.
good condition. All of the schools vis
of Mines.
ited
showed
signs
of
a
healthy
growth.
Miss Lillian Williams of Deer Lodge, j
THE
a graduate of the class o f 1911, is the i The schools in the eastern part of the
state
seem
to
lead
all
others
in
the
guest of Miss Lucile Marshall.
matter of growth.
In all of the schools visited Doctor
FA M O U S K A N S A S C O N G R E S S M A N DR.
D U N IW A Y - R E T U R N S FROM the recipient of many invitations to
“ Qualtiy Printers”
expressions . of
dinners and luncheons. In this way he Duniway received
H E R E T U E S D A Y ON L E C j
IN A U G U R A T IO N O F P R E S Ipraise
for
The
Kaimin.
The
high
Printing
Engraving
was in constant touch with the best
T U R E COURSE.
j
D E N T V IN C E N T .
educators in the United States. It was schools throughout the state are all
Special Rates to Students
at these dinners and luncheons that taking an active interest in the High I
School Exchange, established by th,3
many
helpful
ideas
were
exchanged.
110 West Spruce St.
On Tuesday, October 31, the second
After having one of the most enjoy- |
At the National Association of Uni paper a few weeks ago.
number of the University Lecture i able trips possible Doctor Duniway
Course will be given at the Harnois returned to Missoula Tuesday night. versity presidents’ meeting, which was
C O N R A D IS E X O N E R A T E D .
theater. At this time Victor Murdock, While away Doctor Duniway attend held in Minneapolis, many subjects of
vital
interest
to
every
university
were
the insurgent representative from |ed the inauguration of President Vin
(Continued From Page One.)
Kansas, will deliver a lecture. Mr. Icent of the University of Minnesota. discussed. This meeting continued for
Murdock may be said to be the leader He also was present at the meeting two days, during which time the two to reach for his handkerchief before
Near the University. By far the
of the insurgents in congress. He was of the National Association of Univer most important subjects under discus he could go on. In fact, the very pe
swellest residence district in the
sion
were
the
issues
presented
by
the
state
of Montana. Prices moderate.
actively engaged in the fight against sity Presidents. On returning P r e s i-;
culiar circumstances in this case
Terms easy.
Joe Cannon, which finally resulted in dent Duniway visited the high schools Istate boards of control and the rela seemed to have impressed themselves
the overthrow of the latter from the ! of Columbus, Glendive, Miles City and tion of a university to the preparatory most forcibly upon the minds of the
schools.
dictatorship of the house.
! Helena.
witnesses, and so vivid and realistic
Mr. Murdock’s whole life has been j President Duniway, when inter- i Doctor Duniway took a very active was the mere recollection of them to
F R A N K P. K E I T H
part
in
the
discussion
of
the
accred
one of activity. As a boy of LO he viewed by a Kaimin representative,
some that their faces assumed a most
Secretary
worked in a printer’s office and at the |told of the inauguration of the presi ited high schools. He told of the plan peculiar expression as they gave
age of 15 he was l reporter for a dent of Minnesota. This, he said, was noiw in use in Montana. This plan their testimony. Their voices became
newspaper. At 20 he moved to Chi Ione of the most inspiring inaugura was agreed by all to be a good one, choked, rendering further examination
cago from Wichita, Kansas, his home, tions that he has ever had the pleas- i and one which will in all probability of them impossible. Handkerchiefs
and still continued a reporter. Later |ure o f attending. One o f the features be adopted by Michigan and several were used freely among the audience
he returned to Wichita and accepled [of it was the torch light parade. This of the other big universities of the and tears rolled down the face of |Livery, Cabs and Transfer
Trt
the position as managing editor of the Iwas a long procession of alumni and |country. This plan is to allow pupils more than one, as continued examina
Autos to Rent
Wichita Daily Eagle. He was chosen 'students. The men marching in the in high schools, if they so desire, to tion brought out the atrocities of the
make six of the required credits in a
Both Phones: Bell 38; Ind. 438.
representative from this district and ! night carrying banners
case and the number of innocent peo
the whole I
M IS S O U LA , M O N T A N A .
in the session served his fourth term. street lighted up by the torches they vocational training.
ple who suffered untold torture (?) on
It was the sense of the Association
Mr. Murdock is a forceful speaker and Iwere bearing, was a sight not soon to
link missing in his beautiful chain or
that fateful October day.
assembled that the best way for a uni
is well acquainted with the national |be forgotten.
conviction, how' they should not oe
Prisoner Unmoved.
versity to be governed was by a board
issues of our country. Anyone that
W hat information could be extracted influenced to leniency by the dejected
There were four atraresses given at i of control. This board was, however,
goes to hear him mill feel amply re
! the inauguration proper. All of these i to be in exclusive charge of the uni from the witnesses, so great was their j figure before them, that justice was
paid, as he is one of the prominent
emotion, pointed irrevocably to D. B. |the great pillar of society and it was
! were good and much enjoyed. Pres versity and not to have to attend to
men of our nation today, and what,
Conrad as a practiced criminal, this their duty to uphold it. The county
ident Hill of the University of Mis any other state institution. In the
he has to say will be of interest to
attorney sat down amid a deafening
not being his first offense.
souri gave a very instructive address course of discussion the systems of
everyone.
During the testimony of the state burst of applause and the- prisoner's
on the relation of the university to Montana and Oklahoma were anal
Mr. Conrad sat unmoved, although an verdict hung in the balance.
j culture. He was followed by Presi- i yzed. These two of all the systems
Impassioned Plea.
almost imperceptible smile was surN O TIC E .
! dent Finley of the College of the City looked into seemed to be the least de
prised on his face more than once,
The counsel for the defense jum pec
There will be S IN G IN G ON T H E [of New York. President Finley’s sub- I sirable.
Oklahoma is, however, be- 1■which gained for him looks of un- quickly to his feet and in a dramatic
S TE P S tonight, Thursday, October 28, iject was the relation of the university
lieved to be worse than Montana, but speakable hatred from the audience, and impassioned speech, not unat half-past seven.
to the vocations. The address given Montana could be greatly improved.
many of whom were the victims of I touched hy quiet irony, alleged the m Remember that there is a game on |by President Judson of the Univer
In Minneapolis last Saturday Presi- i his offense.
noeence and unsullied reputation ,ot
next Saturday and we need to give sity of Chicago on the relation of the i den Duniway saw the Minnesota-NeThe counsel for the defense, D. c . the defendant,, affirming that the jury
our team some support. Don’ t li t |university to research work, was i-e- braska game. He was very much in
Warren and E. Pat Kelley, seemed to |mus* conscientiously render a yeraict
them go into this game with the feel j ceived with much enthusiasm by all. |terested, this being the first time
rest their whole case in the assertion of not guilty.
IThe last invited speaker was the pres- Ithat he had ever had of seeing the fa
ing they had the last game.
of the prisoner himself that he was
The jury, composed of A. R. Hoblitt,
i
ident
of
the
University
o
f
Wisconsin,
. Then on Friday night at H A L F
mous Minnesota shift operate. H-i ex not guilty and did little to elucidate i Olaf Rask, E. K. Lovett, ,C. F. Maddox,
A F T E R S E V E N we will have our big j Van Heiss. He spoke of the univer- pressed his opinion, however, that see- j any further proof that he was not. j J. Shay and B. Rt Thompson, filed
rally. Remember we have something |sity’s relation to service.,
ing that game was not half as pleas
In truth by this time the dejected silently from the room, .apparently
doing that night and anyone who
The speech made by President Vin- ant to him as was the learning of and forlorn attitude of the prisoner |deeply, affected,
Montana’s
victory
over
the
School
of
misses this misses the BIG thing of . cent was probably the bes.t talk given |
had excited the sympathy of the |
Hung Jury,
the Y E A R .
j at the. inauguration. He spoke of the Mines.
greater part of the audience and the
In a few.,moments .Sheriff .DorpBE
SOM EONE!
AND
SH O W |relation of the .university to the gov- | While visiting the high schools of courtroom seethed and bil’ owed with blaser returned with the word frpm
YOU'R C O L L E G E S P IR IT B Y T U R N  ; eminent o f the state. He also gave Miles City and Columbus Doctor Dun-r excitement.
.
.
the jury that no agreement CouJd he
very good understanding o f the duties iway gave two extensive lectures. The
ING O U T IN F U L L FO R CE.
Complete Chain.
. reached, so .additional .time, of ten
subject
o
f
the
talk
was
“
Arbitration
Directions for Friday night will fie o f the people of the state to the uni
The county, attorney, impressively minutes, was .granted. Further delioand World Peace.” In both towns he rose to address the jurors, and In a erati.on proved of no avail and tne
'given at the S IN G IN G ON T H E versity.
S TE P S , so you can’t afford to miss . During the time that Doctor Duni- spoke before large audiences. Con ■masterly and convincing manner tried judge .was forced to dismiss . Jhe Jury
:
I
j way iwas at the - inauguration he was cerning the high schools Doctor Dun to- show them how . there w as-not a and discharge the prisoner. . . .
■either*.
W. f). VEALEY,
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The Nonpareil Confectionery

To University
Students

$25.00 to $35.00
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